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The pressure-retarded osmosis (PRO) concept can be used to generate power when 
solutions of different salinities are separated by a semi-permeable membrane. This work presents 
the development of a PRO process simulator for a bench scale and plant scale simulation. For 
bench scale simulation, this work takes into account the effect of internal concentration 
polarization (ICP), external concentration polarization (ECP) and reverse solute flux that occurs 
in the membrane. The bench scale model is simulated and the model is verified with 
experimental data. For plant scale simulation, membrane discretization (finite difference method) 
is employed to model concentration polarization (variation in concentration) along the 
membrane. This leads to the development of co and counter current process flow configurations 
within the simulator. For an accurate representation of a plant scale simulation, equation of state 
is used to determine physical properties resulting in the evaluation of accurate driving force 
across the membrane based on changing concentration and flowrates along the membrane. 
Rigorous equipment models for pumps, turbines and pressure exchangers were implemented by 
utilizing energy and entropy balances. The development of the simulator is done in a modular 
fashion such that any process configuration, may it be either single stage membrane, multi-stage 
membrane or a parallel configuration, can be simulated by manipulating the input files of the 
simulator. A Nelder-Mead based routine is adapted for the process simulator as an optimization 
tool. The optimizer can optimize single stage and multi-stage pressures to find the optimum 
power densities. All this has culminated into the development of a simulator for plant-scale PRO 
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A  Water permeability coefficient 
mA  Surface area of the membrane 
B  Salt permeability coefficient 
,D mC  Concentration of draw solution at the membrane interface 
,F mC  Concentration of feed solution at the membrane interface 
,D bC  Concentration of draw solution in the bulk 
,F bC  Concentration of feed solution in the bulk 
D  Bulk diffusion coefficient of the solute 
h   Molar enthalpy 
igh   Molar ideal gas enthalpy 
Rh   Residual enthalpy 
k  Mass transfer coefficient of the membrane 
wJ  Water flux across the membrane 
sJ  Reverse solute flux across the membrane 
,p sn  Molar flowrate of solute permeated 
,
D
w inn   Molar flowrate of water entering the draw side for a given element 
wJ









in   Molar flowrate of solute i  permeating for a given element 
refP   Absolute reference pressure 
S  Structural parameter of the membrane 
s   Specific entropy 
genS   Rate of entropy generation 
igs   Ideal gas entropy 
Rs   Residual entropy 
SE Specific energy 
refT   Absolute reference temperature 
pV  Volumetric rate of permeated water 
W  Power density 
shaftW   Shaft power required by pump 
,shaft revW   Reversible shaft power 
 
Greek letters 
   error criterion  
Pump   Efficiency of pump 
turbine   Efficiency of turbine 
   Osmotic pressure of solution  




   Tortuosity of the support layer 
   Osmotic coefficient of solution  
   Fugacity coefficient 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Increase in global energy demands has led to large usage of non-renewable, fossil fuels. 
This is related to an accelerated change of the global climate due to excessive release of 
greenhouse gases [1]. This has raised interest in renewable energy [2] sources such as solar and 
wind power mainly due to reduction in the prices of these technologies recently [3, 4]. Similarly, 
a promising and renewable source of energy is the mixing of solutions of different salt 
concentrations or more commonly known as salinity gradient energy [5]. When solutions of 
dissimilar concentrations are mixed, the free energy of mixing is released and this energy can be 
captured using a hydro turbine. 
Over the years, many processes have been developed to capture this energy by controlled 
mixing of solutions. These processes include pressure-retarded osmosis [6], reverse 
electrodialysis (RED) [7], capacitive mixing [8] and hydrogel swelling [9]. Among these 
technologies, PRO and RED have been researched quite extensively and it has been shown that 
PRO can have higher energy efficiency and power density than RED [10]. 
In brief, a PRO process utilizes a semipermeable membrane between a low salt 
concentration and high salt concentration solutions. Due to osmosis, water molecules pass 
through the membrane from the low concentration solution to the high concentration solution. 
However, because the expanding volume of the high concentration solution is restricted, it 
causes a hydraulic pressure build up which, when passed through a hydroturbine generates 
electricity. 
The aim of this work is to develop a modular, FORTRAN-based simulator that 




process equipment characteristics to simulate a full scale PRO process with any given process 
configuration and conditions. 
 A simulator of this nature is important due to lack of existing mathematical models with 
rigorous implementation of an equation of state. Moreover, a simulator that can take into account 
membrane inefficiencies, different flow configurations, and has the ability to simulate both 
bench scale and full scale membrane units and various flowsheet designs is warranted. Also, it is 
important to make the simulator universal in-terms of its usability to first verify the membrane 
performance using the experimental data at bench scale and then extend the predictions to a full 
scale system and analyze feasibility of various process designs using the tested membrane. 
The thesis is organized by first discussing the concept of an osmotic process, followed by 
a review of the existing body of work in PRO. Then the underlying models used in the 
development of various equipment and their implementation is discussed in the Methodology 
chapter. Then the results were presented and discussed and followed by concluding remarks of 





2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section the discussion is initiated by describing the osmotic process, followed by 
demonstrating the process design of a typical PRO process and then reviewing body of work 
available in the literature on PRO. 
2.1. Osmotic process 
Osmosis occurs when there exists gradient in chemical potentials between solutions 
separated by a semipermeable membrane [11]. When, for example, seawater is placed in a 
system separated by a membrane with pure (fresh) water, water transfers from a high chemical 









Three types of osmotic flows can occur, depending on operational conditions when two 
solutions of varying salinities are in contact via a semipermeable membrane. They are forward 
osmosis (FO), pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) and reverse osmosis (RO) [13]. Figure 2 shows 
the different types of osmotic processes when pure (fresh) water and saline water are in contact. 
 
 
Figure 2: Various osmotic processes. Figure adapted from [14] 
 
Forward osmosis occurs when the water passes from pure water side to saline water side. 




of water in the saline solution giving rise to a gradient that favor the passage of water. This can 
also be explained by considering the osmotic pressure and the hydraulic pressure of the solution 
on either side. Due to salinity difference, the difference in osmotic pressure,  , is higher than 
the difference of hydrostatic pressure of the solution on either side, P , as in Figure 2a.  
As pure water moves across the membrane, it dilutes the saline solution, whose level 
begins to rise in the column, increasing the hydrostatic pressure on saline solution side. This 
leads to a condition where 0 P      . This is called pressure retarded osmosis because the 
flux of water across the membrane is retarded due to increase in the pressure on the saline 
solution side as demonstrated by Figure 2b. Water will continue to move across the membrane as 
long as the difference in osmotic pressure is higher than the difference in hydrostatic pressure 
between the two solutions. An osmotic equilibrium is achieved when there is no net water flow 
across the membrane (Figure 2c). At this condition, the chemical potential of water is the same 
on both sides of the membrane and P     . 
Increasing the hydrostatic pressure on the saline water solution side such that P     , 
causes water to flow from saline solution to the pure water side. This phenomenon is known as 
reverse osmosis (Figure 2d), in which the chemical potential of water in the saline solution side 
is higher than in the pure water side. 
The osmotic phenomenon of pressure retarded osmosis described above can be used to 
harness osmotic energy. For a steady power production, the saline solution side is maintained at 
constant pressure while the pure water side provides a constant flow through the membrane, 
increasing the volume flow on the saline solution side, which is at a relatively high hydrostatic 





2.2. Typical PRO process 
A PRO process configuration for a PRO operation is shown in Figure 3. The design 
represented by the schematic is assumed to be the most efficient design for a single stage (single 
membrane module) operation. Here, the draw (high concentration of solutes) stream passes 
through a pressure exchanger (PX) where some of the energy from the membrane output is 
recovered. The partially pressurized draw stream is then fed into a booster pump to increase the 
pressure of the draw stream to the required operating pressure of the membrane. It is then passed 
through the membrane, where it gets diluted by the feed (less concentration of solutes) stream. 
To recover pressure work and to minimize the pumping requirement of the booster pump, the 
pressurized diluted draw stream is split and part of it sent to the pressure exchanger to transfer 
energy to the fresh draw solution. The rest of the diluted stream is sent to the hydroturbine, 
where energy is recovered due to increase in volume at constant pressure in the draw solution 






Figure 3: PRO schematic diagram. Figure adapted from [15] 
 
2.3. Development of PRO 
The idea of utilizing salinity gradients to recover energy was first reported by Pattle [16]. 
But research in this area was not given much attention at the time due to availability of 
affordable fossil fuel. In the mid-1970s, the world’s energy crisis provoked further research into 
PRO and it significantly gained attention when Loeb et al. [6] and Loeb [17] published their 




along with Lee et al. [20] investigated the various phenomena that occurred in the membrane and 
found that internal and external concentration polarization severely hindered the performance of 
the membrane. 
Based on the results of Lee et al. [20] , Loeb et al. [21] conducted several experiments to 
determine the theoretical mechanical efficiency of the process and concluded that counter-
current PRO configuration show higher efficiencies relative to co-current flow configurations. 
Lee et al. [20] showed that, for an ideal membrane, with perfect mixing and no concentration 
polarization, the water flux (Jw), as a function of water permeability of the membrane (A), 
osmotic pressure difference (Δ𝜋) and hydrostatic pressure difference (Δ𝑃), is given by: 
  Δ ΔwJ A P    (1) 
The maximum power density, that is, the power output per unit area of membrane 
utilized, can be achieved by operating the process at a hydrostatic pressure difference that is half 
of the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane. This is strictly true for dilute solutions 
and ideal membrane. 
In the mid-2000s, findings published by Skilhagen et al. [22], Gerstandt et al. [23] and 
Thorsen and Holt [24] encouraged Statkraft to open the world’s first PRO power plant prototype 
in 2009 in Norway. This plant primarily operated on seawater and river water pairing. The plant 
halted its operation due to insufficient power production. Statkraft reported that reverse salt 
fluxes, membrane fouling, and concentration polarization were the main reasons for the 
unfeasible power production [13]. It was concluded that significant improvements in membrane 





Straub et al. [25] conducted a comprehensive review of power generation from salinity 
gradients, especially from seawater and river water pairing. They concluded that even though the 
theoretical total amount of extractable energy from a river water and seawater pairing is vast, the 
density of this energy is low, equal to 0.256 kWh per cubic meter of initial river water and 
seawater volume [26]. Thus, any extra energetic input (e.g., pre-treatment, pumping) into a PRO 
process can drastically reduce the efficiency of energy conversion. They also stated that 
alternative solution pairings that utilize hypersaline waters as draw solution must be further 
studied to determine the practicality of these unconventional sources and the relevant process 
designs. 
Bajraktari et al. [27] review on using hypersaline solutions for PRO showed that 
experimental power densities increased by factors of 2.5 - 3.75 [28-30] when using draw 
solutions with salinities between 1.0 to 2.0 mol/L. This was achieved when operating at 
relatively low operating pressure (<20 bar) and can be even higher when operating at higher 
pressures since the optimum for hypersaline solutions is higher. It was also shown that when 
using hypersaline solutions schemes, the theoretical extractable energy density approached and 
exceeded 1kWh per cubic meter of mixed solutions [31] which is significantly higher than that 
for a seawater and river water pairing. Their review also stated that increasing the operating 
pressure for a PRO process leads to deformation of the membrane [28, 30, 32, 33], which is a 
serious limitation to operating a PRO process using hypersaline solutions. In addition, these 
studies showed that, where water permeability stayed constant (no damage to the membrane), the 
salt permeability increased with increase in applied hydraulic pressure. This increase in salt 
permeability causes the performance of the membrane to be lower than the theoretical 




work needs to be done on the system design for hypersaline solution schemes, such as adopting 
multi-stage design for lowering the operating pressures, and developing membranes with high 
mechanical strength that can operate at higher pressures. 
Over the years, numerous mathematical mass transfer models have been developed to 
predict the performance of a lab scale membrane operating in PRO mode. One of the first 
contribution to this area was made by Loeb [17] who assumed the existence of a  porous 
substructure acting as boundary layer. This model was then modified by Lee et al. [20] taking 
into account the effects of internal concentration polarization. Although the model is able to 
predict the membrane performance with reasonable accuracy, it is noted that additional 
performance limiting phenomena, such as external concentration polarization, were still not 
taken into account in the development of this model. Achilli et al. [34] further developed the 
model by taking into account dilutive external concentration polarization at the active membrane 
layer side but ignoring the reverse salt permeation and other performance limiting phenomena in 
their development. Yip et al. [35] further enhanced the development of the mass transfer model 
by incorporating internal concentration polarization (ICP), external concentration polarization 
(ECP) and reverse salt permeation (RSP). They verified their model with experimental results 
they generated for various membranes with different properties and it has shown to give 
reasonable agreement. 
Naguib et al. [36] developed two mathematical model to simulate PRO membrane unit. 
One model is used to predict the bench scale performance of a membrane while the second 
model is used to predict the performance of commercial length membranes. They utilized the 
ideal van’t Hoff equation for prediction of osmotic pressures and the mass transfer model 




concentrative external polarization. They showed that the performance of full scale membranes, 
when compared to bench scale membranes is significantly reduced due to variation in 
concentration difference and volumetric flowrates of permeate along the length of the membrane. 
They concluded that these variations can be minimized by adjusting various conditions such as 
flowrates and membrane properties. They also showed that high flux membranes at bench scale 
will not necessarily perform significantly better when compared to low flux membranes at full 
scale. This is mainly due to severe dilution at full scale for a high flux membrane, which can 
equalize the membrane performance of both the high flux and low flux membrane. Hence, they 
concluded that further studies must be performed to minimize axial variations and to determine 
optimum conditions for high power densities. 
Maisonneuve et al. [37] built upon the conclusions and the mathematical modeling of 
Naguib et al. by incorporating pump, turbines and pressure exchangers into their model. They 
also incorporated pressure drop along the membrane that is dependent upon the fluid velocities, 
densities and membrane channel diameter. Using co-current flow as their process configuration 
and process conditions adopted from Achilli et al. [34] in their experiments, they set out to 
determine the optimum inlet draw and feed velocities along with operating pressure that would 
result in the maximum power density for a full-scale and bench scale membranes. In their 
analyses, they showed that, when using full-scale optimized parameters for feed and draw 
velocities and operating pressures, they were able to achieve optimum power density of 7 times 
higher than when compared to using optimized parameters from bench scale simulation. This 
clearly shows that the optimum parameters at the bench scale simulation are not directly 
transferable to full-scale simulation due to various non-linear effects caused by dilution of the 




He et al. [38] realized the complexity of solving the highly non-linear mass transfer 
equation for a full scale PRO membrane and hence, applied a first order Taylor series expansion  
to the water flux equation developed by Yip et al. [35] along with simplification of van’t Hoff 
approximation for the prediction of osmotic pressures of the streams. They validated their 
approximation with experimentally published data for bench scale membranes and concluded 
that their approximation for water flux prediction works best with membranes that have low 
water permeability. 
Straub et al. [39] carried out full scale PRO analyses using the van’t Hoff equation for 
osmotic pressure predictions and mass transfer model developed by Yip et al. [35] to assess the 
performance of co-current and counter-current flow configurations along with optimization of 
applied hydraulic pressures, initial feed flow fractions,  ,0 ,0 ,0/F F DV V V    where ,0FV and 
,0DV  are the initial volumetric flowrate of feed and draw streams, respectively, and membrane 
area. They used seawater (0.6M NaCl) and river water (0.015M NaCl) as draw and feed solution 
respectively, as the osmotic pressures for these solutions can be predicted by van’t Hoff equation 
with reasonable accuracy. In their analyses, they showed that counter-current flow recovered 
higher energy and higher power densities when compared to co-current flow. This was mainly 
attributed to the fact that, in counter-current flow, the entire membrane area is utilized for energy 
production because the driving force along the membrane being relatively constant. This is 
inherently due to the flow direction of the feed solution being opposite to the draw solution. 
Conversely, in a co-current flow, the driving force is higher at the start of the membrane but, as 
the water is permeated into the draw solution, rapid drop in osmotic pressures causes the driving 




process design would have its own set of optimized parameters such as applied hydraulic 
pressures, initial feed flow fractions, and membrane area, but an initial feed fraction flowrate of 
0.5, and hydraulic pressures of / 2P     are good initial estimates for the optimization 
routines.  
Altaee et al. [40] proposed a dual stage PRO process where the draw solution (seawater) 
is treated in one stage and part of it, equal to the membrane permeate flowrate, is split and sent to 
the next stage for further extraction of osmotic energy, as shown in Figure 4. Each stage utilized 
feed solutions of different salinities (0.2 g/L for wastewater and 1 g/L for brackish water). The 
aim of their work was to study the advantages of a two-stage PRO process by continuously 
treating the draw stream in two stages whilst using fresh feed solution for each stage. This was 
done so that the effect of fouling on membranes caused by using wastewater as feed could be 
reduced by using lower amounts of wastewater in conjunction with brackish water and determine 
configurations that would lead to net higher energy recovery. They varied salinities of brackish 
water from 1 g/L to 5 g/L at each stage to check for optimum performance of the given 
configuration. They concluded that use of brackish water and wastewater as feed for first stage 
and second stage, respectively, performed better than all the other configurations that they 
evaluated. They showed that the second stage pressure for optimum power density was lower 
than / 2  because of the dilution of the draw stream from the first stage. They also concluded 
that their dual stage PRO process utilized higher membrane area than a conventional PRO 






Figure 4: Proposed dual stage PRO design by Altaee et al. Figure adapted from [40]  
 
Altaee and Hilal [41] modified the design configuration shown in Figure 4 by eliminating 
the split of the draw solution after the first stage and allowing the entire draw solution to be fed 
to the second membrane and then introducing the split such that the permeate flowrate from the 
membrane is passed through the turbine and the rest is send back to the pressure exchanger, as 
presented in Figure 5. They also varied the draw solution salinity from 35 g/L to 40 g/L and used 
a salinity of 0.2 g/L for their brackish water feed solution. They showed that the cost of the 
membrane reduced by using 40 g/L draw solution and brackish water as feed solution for each 
stage. This was attributed to higher osmotic pressure difference between the solutions, hence 
requiring lesser area for the overall two stage membrane unit. They also showed that the power 
density of their new proposed configuration increased by 17.4% using 45 g/L seawater as draw 
solution when compared to the configuration given in Figure 4. Although these results look 
promising, no comparison was done against a single stage PRO process with the same area. 




water flux and the osmotic pressure of solutions, which are good for qualitative analysis but do 
not give a clear picture when numerous mass transfer limiting effects are present and non-
linearity of osmotic pressure caused by the concentration of the solutions needs to be considered. 
 
 
Figure 5: Modified design by Altaee and Hilal. Figure adapted from [41] 
 
He et al. [42] carried out energy and membrane performance analysis on two stage co-
current flow schemes. They analyzed four different configurations as follows: 
 Continuous draw and continuous feed (CDCF) where both the draw and feed streams are 
continuously fed in the first stage and second stage as shown in Figure 6a. 
 Divided draw and divided feed solution (DDDF) where part of draw and feed streams 
are split before entering the first stage and fed to the second stage, effectively making it 




 Continuous draw and divided feed (CDDF) where the draw stream is continuously 
treated in 2 stages whereas the feed stream is split before entering the first stage and is 
fed to the second stage as fresh feed, as shown in Figure 6c 
 Divided draw and continuous feed solution (DDCF) where the draw is split before 
entering the first stage and fed to the second stage as fresh draw stream but the feed 
stream is continuously fed from the first stage to the next, as shown in Figure 6d. 
In their analyses they showed that, for a limited area full-scale simulation where the 
osmotic equilibrium is not reached between the draw and feed solution, CDCF and CDDF 
configurations tend to give higher net power densities, power density of a two stage minus power 
density of one stage PRO process, when compared to DDDF and DDCF configurations. They 
also showed that for higher membrane areas and at higher initial feed flowrate fraction, the 
relative average power density, net power density over power density of one stage PRO process, 
for CDCF is higher compared to CDDF configurations. They concluded that for CDCF and 
CDDF configurations the distribution of area for the first and the second stage and the initial feed 
flowrate fraction played an important role in determining the optima for power density 
calculations. Moreover, they also concluded that at higher initial feed fraction flowrates the 
optimum hydraulic pressure are lower for a PRO membrane compared to when operating it at 
lower initial feed fraction flowrates. This could potentially mean that at higher salinities, 
optimum for membranes could be potentially lowered by operating the process at high initial 





Figure 6: PRO process configuration investigated by He et al. Figure adapted from [42] 
 
Altaee et al. [43] evaluated the potential and energy efficiency of a dual stage PRO 
process by using a PRO process design they proposed in their earlier work [40] (Figure 4). They 
conducted a numerical study on various draw and feed solution combinations that included Dead 
Sea water (5 M NaCl), reverse osmosis brine (1.2 M NaCl), seawater (0.6 M NaCl) and 
wastewater (0.017 M NaCl) solutions. They compared the energy efficiency of having a PRO 
setup with larger area or splitting the areas into two stages, respectively based on their proposed 
design. They showed that for Dead Sea-seawater and dead sea-RO brine combination, their 
proposed design (Figure 4) harvested more energy compared to using larger area in one stage. 
This was mainly due to concentration polarization on the feed side. As the feed solution is 
already concentrated (seawater or RO brine), the overall water flux across the membrane in a 
single stage with large area is lower due to internal concentration polarization. As the feed gets 




significant on the feed side further hindering the water flux. Hence, when a fresh feed is fed to 
the second stage the osmotic pressure difference is rejuvenated and concentration polarization is 
mitigated. Therefore, more salinity gradient energy can be harvested from the given draw 
solution by continuously treating the draw stream in the first stage and second stage. But for 
combinations of Seawater-wastewater, Dead Sea-wastewater and RO brine-wastewater, there 
was no improvement in using the proposed dual stage PRO for harvesting the salinity gradient 
energy. Since the feed solution concentration is relatively low, the internal concentration 
polarization effect does not dominate significantly along the membrane as the feed solution gets 
concentrated when compared to feed solutions made of RO brine or Seawater. Therefore, adding 
a second stage and using fresh feed solution does not improve the osmotic pressure difference 
hence not improving the saline gradient energy recovery. They concluded that adding fresh feed 
to the second stage remains a key parameter that significantly improved the process performance 
in terms of harvesting salinity gradient energy. 
In an attempt to achieve higher thermodynamic efficiency, Bharadwaj et al. [44] 
conducted a numerical study on a multi-stage PRO systems. They carried out their analyses on 
an idealized seawater-river water pairing, where the osmotic pressures of the solutions were 
given by the van’t Hoff equation. To simplify their calculations, Bharadwaj et al. defined an 
overall effectiveness of the membrane based on fluxes reaching equilibrium. This definition 
inherently accounted for mass transfer behavior and dilution effects, effectively treating the 
membrane as a black box with no pressure drop and no rigorous analysis of the polarization 
effects within the membrane. The inflows to the membrane were in co-current configuration, and 
they utilized isentropic efficiencies for pumps and turbines. They found that different 




target functions specified. They concluded that utilizing a more rigorous mass transfer model and 
counter-current flow designs will offer more in-depth understanding of process design. 
Moreover, module scale or full scale analysis conducted on PRO process has shown that 
the optimal operating conditions such as applied hydraulic pressure equal to half the osmotic 
pressure difference for maximum power recovery and equal amounts of feed and draw solutions 
are good initial estimates for calculations of optimal power but the real optima for a full scale 
design differs due to the numerous non-linear effects within the membrane. This includes 
concentration polarization of the membrane at the feed solution side and dilution of the draw 
streams that leads to change in driving force along the membrane [45, 46]. These studies are 
mostly conducted using generic correlations to estimate the fluid properties and do not truly take 
into account the non-linearity of the process. Hence, for a rigorous analyses of a full scale system 
with various process designs, an appropriate thermodynamic package is necessary to evaluate 
stream properties, real work done by pumps, turbines and pressure exchangers to determine 
optimal process conditions and process designs. 
These computational studies, while exploring the full breadth of PRO process 
configurations, are generally based on idealistic assumptions of equipment performance and fluid 
property behavior. Such studies, while useful in underscoring qualitative trends in process 
behavior, have shortcomings when applied to the generation of quantitative data relevant to the 
design and evaluation of real, full-scale units. The absence of realistic models for electrolyte 
thermodynamics and irreversible effects in any formulation casts doubt on its ability to inform 
decisions on process feasibility. Moreover, most of the previous studies are primarily aimed at 




alternative solution pairing such as hypersaline water from the Dead sea or water produced from 
extraction of oil from oil fields, with seawater. 
This research aims to make the following contributions: 
 Incorporation of an equation of state (EoS) that can determine electrolyte solution 
properties accurately for a PRO process, along with detailed models for membrane, 
pumps, turbines and pressure exchanger units for the purpose of process design. 
 Interface a suitable optimizer program with the developed simulator to carry out 
optimizations for various proposed process configurations; 
 Analyze a multi-stage PRO process where the hypothesis is that each stage would have a 
different optima due to continuous dilution. 
 
2.4. Thermodynamic package for electrolyte solutions 
The development of the simulator necessitates that an appropriate thermodynamic model 
be chosen so that properties such as Gibbs free energy, osmotic pressure, liquid densities, 
enthalpies and entropies are accurately determined. This helps in ensuring that parameters such 
as power density (energy output per unit area of membrane) or specific energy (energy output 
per total volume of inlet streams to the membrane) or net energy (energy input by the pump 
minus energy output by the turbine) used in evaluating the performance of a PRO process are 
determined properly and can be used to make design predictions. Since the process primarily 
deals with electrolyte solutions, it is natural to look into equations of state that are developed to 
predict their properties. Table 1 shows some of the EoS available in the literature that are 
specifically developed to model electrolyte solutions and are based on expressions for the 




(dispersive) and long-range (electrostatic) interactions to the Helmholtz free energy of the system 
as additive. This leads to the development of theories to model each of these contributions [47]. 
 
Table 1: Existing Models for electrolyte solutions. Adapted from [48] 
Model Description Reference 
Peng-Robinson + Born term + MSA [49] 
PC-SAFT + Debye-Hückel (ePC-SAFT) [50] 
Mattedi – Tavares-Castier (MTC) + Born 
term + MSA (Electrolattice/Q-electrolattice) 
[51, 52] 
SAFT-VR Mie + Born term + Debye-Hückel 
(eSAFT – VR Mie) 
[53] 
Soave-Redlich-Kwong + TPT1 Association + 
Born term + Debye-Hückel (e-CPA) 
[54] 




There also exists models in the literature that are based on excess Gibbs energy and are 
commonly known as activity coefficient models. These models are very common alternatives to 
Helmholtz free energy models such as those listed in Table 1. They allow the evaluation of phase 
equilibrium conditions and calorimetric properties of electrolyte solutions but they do not 




[56, 57] and the NRTL-SAC (Nonrandom Two-Liquid Segment Activity Coefficient) model 
extended to electrolytes [58]. 
The Q-electrolattice and eSAFT-VR-Mie EoS have shown very good performance in the 
correlation and prediction of electrolyte solution properties [52, 53], and their computational 
implementations were readily available at Texas A&M University at Qatar. Hence, a brief 
background of their formulation is given below and a parameter optimization strategy is 
elaborated for comparison between the two EoS in the methodology chapter. 
2.4.1. Q-electrolattice equation of state 
The development of this EoS follows the same methodology as presented by Myers et al. 
[49], which takes into account the development of the electrolyte EoS based on Helmholtz 
energy approach. The thermodynamic path considered in the development of this model is 
presented by Zuber et al. [51]. The residual Helmholtz energy path mentioned by Zuber et al. for 
the model is given by: 
  , ,R MTC Born MSAA T V n A A A      (2) 
where, MTCA  is contribution to the Helmholtz energy for short range interactions, including 
short range ion-ion interaction. This term was developed based on the generalized van der Walls 
and lattice fluid theory and the details of the development of this term can be found in [59].
BornA  is the contribution to the Helmholtz energy due to solvation effects (interaction between 
the ions and the solvent) and the equation describing the said interaction can be found in [52]. 






2.4.2. eSAFT-VR Mie equation of state 
In the development of eSAFT-VR Mie equation of state, the residual Helmholtz free 
energy is given by: 
 
res
seg chain assoc DH BornA A A A A A       (3) 
where, , ,seg Chain assocA A A  are segment, chain and association terms that describe the non-
electrolyte part of the solution and the development of these terms follow the same formulation 
of Lafitte et al. [60]. DHA  is the contribution to the Helmholtz energy due to long range ion-ion 
interactions provided by the Debye-Hückel theory. The term BornA  is the contribution to the 






In order to achieve the objectives of this research, it is necessary to develop a simulator 
that is flexible and can carry out multiple configurational analyses based on the desired process 
design and conditions. The tasks outlined below are necessary to achieve the research goals: 
 Selection of the thermodynamic model and its parameters; 
 Implementation of the membrane, pump, pressure exchanger and turbine modules; 
 Development of computational code to allow the simulation of different process 
configurations through changes of equipment connectivity; 
 Development of counter/co-current schematic for PRO operation; 
 Validation of the simulator results using published experimental data. 
3.1. Re-optimizing of thermodynamic package 
A parameter optimization strategy similar to the one adopted by Zuber et al. [52] for Q-
electrolattice EoS is followed. However, instead of optimizing the EoS parameters against 
experimental mean ionic activity coefficients and liquid densities, they are optimized against 
osmotic coefficients and liquid densities. This was done in order to achieve accurate and better 
predictions for the osmotic coefficient, which closely related to the osmotic pressures of the 
streams. The accurate evaluation of osmotic pressure differences is very important because, as 
indicated by Equation (1), the flow rates across the membrane is driven by it. 
To ensure that the thermodynamic model can reliably predict the properties of draw and 
feed solutions that might have various ions (salts disassociate into ions when dissolved in 
solvent), different feed sources are analyzed such as the hypersaline produced water from oil 




in the solutions. Table 2 shows the various major ions that potentially might exist in the feed 
sources described.  
 
Table 2: Ions present in various draw and feed solutions 
Ion Charge 
Sodium (Na) 1+ 
Potassium (K) 1+ 
Magnesium (Mg) 1+ 
Calcium (Ca) 2+ 




To reduce the computational time and load on refitting the parameters, a strategy similar 
to that of Held et al. [50] is applied where the aqueous solution is divided into subgroups of 
various ions based on their similarities, as presented in Table 3. Parameter fitting is then carried 
out in a manner where, for example, group 1 ion parameters are simultaneously fitted for all 
three ions. Then, for group 2 only parameters for Mg2+ are fitted while retaining the Cl- ion 
parameter values that are obtained from group 1. In a similar fashion the SO4
2- ion parameters 
are fitted by retaining the values of other positive ion parameters that were obtained in the 
previous optimization step. Since the parameters are optimized against experimental osmotic 
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i  are experimental osmotic coefficient and densities, respectively. The symbol NP is the 
number of experimental data points. Results of the parameter fitting are discussed in chapter 4. 
 
Table 3: Ion groups used in parameter fitting. Numbers in parenthesis represent the order 
in which parameter fitting is carried out. 
Cations Anions 
 Cl- (1) SO4
2- (4) 
Na+     (1) 
(1) 
(4) 
K+      (1) 
Mg2+  (2) (2) 
Ca2+   (2) (3) 
 
3.2. Membrane, pump, turbine and pressure exchanger modules 
3.2.1. Membrane module 
A model for bench-scale PRO simulation is presented here. This model considers the 
effects of internal concentration polarization (ICP), external concentration polarization (ECP) 
and reverse salt permeation to predict the fluxes across a given membrane. After the bench scale 
model is validated against experimental data, the concepts of bench scale model are extended to 




For an idealized membrane that is perfectly impermeable to solute and suffers from no 
fouling or internal or external concentration polarization and can withstand any pressure, the 
water flux, wJ  , is limited by the ability of the membrane to allow water molecules to pass 
through (permeability coefficient, A), effective osmotic pressure difference ( m ) and the 
applied hydraulic pressure difference ( P ) [61] across the membrane and is given by equation 
(1). 
Since no membrane is perfectly semi-permeable in reality, a small amount of salt will 
leak to the feed solution side due to presence of solute concentration differential across the 
membrane, and is given by equation (5) [20, 62] where B represents the salt permeability 
coefficient of the membrane active layer and ,D mC  and ,F mC   are the active layer interface 
concentrations of the draw and feed side, respectively. 
  , ,s D m F mJ B C C    (5) 
This salt leakage and the semi-permeable nature of the membrane causes various 
performance limiting phenomena in the support layer and at the active layer of the membrane. 
Initiating the discussion on the performance limiting phenomena in the support layer, it is noted 
that, as water passes through the membrane from the feed to the draw solution due to osmotic 
pressure difference, feed salts are selectively retained by the semipermeable active layer and they 
build up within the porous support layer, resulting in internal concentration polarization. This 
results in build-up of local concentration at the porous support layer, ,F mC , when compared to 








Figure 7: A schematic of concentration profile within a thin-film composite membrane. 
Reprinted with permission from [35]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society 
 
Hence, the resultant salt flux across the porous support arises from diffusion, driven by 
solute concentration gradient, and convection, arising from the bulk flow of water through the 
membrane and is given by equation (6) [20], where sD  is the effective diffusion coefficient of 




related to the bulk diffusion coefficient, D as given by equation (7) [62] where, and  are the 
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dx






   (7) 
At steady-state, the solute fluxes across the active, Eq (5), and support, Eq (6) layers are 
equal. Equating both equations and integrating with the boundary condition over the support 
layer thickness, from x=0, where the salt concentration is the bulk concentration ,F bC  , to x=ts, 
where the salt concentration is ,F mC , results in: 
  , , , ,exp exp 1w wF m F b D m F m
w
J S J SB
C C C C
D J D
    
       
    
  (8) 
where sS t    is the support layer structural parameter [63]. Yip et al. [35] assumed in the 
derivation of equation (8) that external concentration polarization at the feed solution side does 
not contribute significantly when compared to the internal concentration polarization (ICP) in the 
support layer due to support layer thickness. 
Analyzing equation (8) reveals that the concentration at the active support layer interface, 
,F mC  , is the sum of two terms. The first term describes the effect of ICP to the bulk 
concentration, ,F bC  , where the bulk concentration is amplified by the exponential term. The 
second term describes the increase in solute concentration at the membrane interface due to the 
reverse permeation of draw solute into the porous support layer. 
Similar performance limiting phenomena occur at the membrane active layer as well, 




dilutes the draw solution at the active layer surface, resulting in external concentration 





J D J C z
dz
    (9) 
Following a similar derivation procedure as for equation (8) at equilibrium, but with 
boundary condition for ECP at the active layer, where the solute concentration is ,D mC  at z=0 and 
solute concentration is ,D bC  at z= , the equation for solute concentration at the interface, ,D mC  
is given by: 
  , , , ,exp 1 expw wD m D b D m F m
w
J JB
C C C C
k J k
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    
  (10) 
It can be seen that the draw interface concentration ,D mC  is the sum of two terms, the first 
term corrects the bulk draw concentration with the ECP factor which rises due to water flux.  The 
second term corrects for reverse solute flux across the active layer.  
Since ,F mC  and ,D mC  are interface concentrations and are impossible to measure 
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Applying van’t Hoff approximation where the effective osmotic driving force, m , is 
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  (13) 
where, 𝜋𝐷,𝑏 and 𝜋𝐹,𝑏 are the bulk osmotic pressures of the draw and feed solutions, 
respectively, and are calculated by the Q-electrolattice EoS employed in the development of this 
model. The calculation procedure for osmotic pressure determination is outlined in the 
thermodynamic modelling section.  
For the bench scale module, the feed and draw flow rates are significantly larger than the 
permeate flow rate across the membrane. Hence, the bulk concentration of the draw and feed 












The water permeate flux wJ  given by equation (12) is used to calculate the power density 






    (14) 
The developed bench scale model is verified against experimental data published in the 
literature and is discussed in the results chapter. A computer program written in FORTRAN is 
developed and the calculation procedure is initiated by guessing wJ  and evaluating equation (12) 
such that ( )W wJ f J  and the error between the left hand side (L.H.S) and the right hand side 
(R.H.S) of the equation (12) has reached a pre-specified criterion. The Broyden numerical 











For a bench scale simulation, variation along the membrane’s is often neglected due to 
difficulty in observing the variations at small membrane samples. Moreover, since the permeate 
flux for a bench scale membrane is very small, there is no significant change in concentration of 
the draw and feed streams during the process hence making it feasible to ignore the variations. 
But for a full scale membrane, variations along the membrane becomes a significant contributor 
to the overall performance of the membrane and the PRO process. Variations along the 
membrane can be either accounted for by taking an average of inlet and outlet variables, or by 
modeling the membrane using a finite difference approach. A combination of the two approaches 
is used in this work and is elaborated below. A few assumptions were made during the derivation 
of the full-scale membrane:  
 No pressure drop along the membrane 
 Isothermal condition, draw inlet temperature is the same as draw outlet temperature and 
feed inlet temperature is the same as feed outlet temperature. 
 Variation in geometry of the membrane, for a given area, does not result in change in the 
overall flux calculated. This assumption is based on assuming perfect distribution of 
flow (for a given flowrate) within the membrane module regardless of its geometrical 
dimensions, for a given area. 
Given these variations along the membrane, water permeate flow rate, PV , is calculated by 








where mA  is the area of the membrane and ma A  is the boundary condition based on the 
variations along the membrane. Volumetric flowrate of water is converted to molar flowrate 
using the molar volume of the solution given by the EoS. 





p s s mn J dA    (16) 
And for a full-scale simulation the membrane power density is given by equation (17)






    (17) 
Once the water flux and reverse salt flux are determined across the entire membrane, 
mass balance on the components on the draw and feed side are carried out. The draw side mass 
balance is given by: 
 , ,
wJD D
w in w w outn n n    (18) 
 , ,
sJD D
i in i i outn n n    (19) 
where w
J
wn is the molar flowrate of water permeating from the feed side to draw side and 
sJ
in  is 
the molar flowrate of solute ion i  permeating from the draw side to the feed side. Similarly, the 
mass balance for the feed side of the membrane is given by: 
 , ,
wJF F
w in w w outn n n    (20) 
 , ,
sJF F




A finite difference approach is used to solve eqs. (15) - (21). The membrane module is 
divided into discrete elements along the membrane and the mass transfer equations for each of 
these elements are solved simultaneously using boundary conditions, such that the individual 
solutions of the elements ensure continuity with the inter-element boundaries and the total 
solution of the differential equation. This technique of discretization also establishes the 
connectivity of the elements, since each element is solved within the domain of the solution 
assuming perfect mixing on each side of the membrane. This leads to establishment of counter or 




Figure 9: a) Counter-current b) Co-current. 
 
For co-current flow configuration, the system of equations ((15) - (21)) is solved for a 
discrete element j. Using the solution for water and salt permeate, flowrates and concentrations at 
the membrane element j+1 are then calculated and the process is repeated until the solution for 
all the elements, n, is obtained. A schematic of intermediate element calculation is shown in 
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Figure 11: Flow chart for solving co-current flow configuration taking into account 




For counter-current flow configuration an extra step is required since dividing the 
membrane module into discrete elements leads to realization of the unknown stream properties in 
between the elements. This issue is addressed by having an outer nested loop that carries out 
error analyses between the guessed streams and calculated streams. Referring to Figure 9a, the 
calculation procedure for counter-current flow configuration is initiated as follows: 
1. For an n-element membrane, n-1 inter-element streams on the feed sides are guessed. 
2. Equations (15) - (21) for each element are solved simultaneously using the Broyden 
numerical method and new calculated values for n-1 streams for a n-element membrane is 
determined. 
3. Error comparison between the guessed n-1 and calculated n-1 feed streams is performed 
using equation (22). 
4. If the error has not satisfied the pre-specified criterion then Wegstein numerical method 
[65] is used to provide new guesses for n-1 streams and the steps are repeated from step 2 
until the error criterion is satisfied. 
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where ,
F
w cn  is the molar flowrate of water of the calculated n-1
th stream and ,
F
w gn  is the molar 
flowrate of water of the guessed n-1th stream. The symbols ,
F
i cn  and ,
F
i gn  refer to the molar 
flowrate of the ions in the n-1th stream of the calculated and guessed streams, respectively. The 




stream calculation is shown in Figure 12 and a summary of the outlined iterative procedure is 
presented in Figure 13. 
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Use of the discrete element approach also leads to determining how many elements are 
sufficient for an accurate representation of a membrane. This approach is similar to connecting 
an infinite number of continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTRs) in series to simulate a plug flow 
reactor. To do that, it was decided to compare the net energy values (turbine energy output minus 
the pump energy input for adiabatic and reversible conditions) after every element was added. 
When the inclusion of an additional element led in a net energy deviation of less than 0.1%, 
compared to the previous case, the number of elements was deemed as appropriate for a full 
membrane unit simulation. A sample case with the conditions and properties presented in Table 
4 and 5 is simulated. 
 
Table 4: Stream conditions. 
Conditions Draw Feed 
Flowrate (m3/s) 4.1x10-4 3.84x10-4 
Na+ concentration (g/L) 94.41 13.79 
Cl- concentration (g/L) 145.59 21.27 
Pressure (bar) 60 2.15 






Table 5: Membrane properties. 
Area 30 m2 
Water permeability coefficient (A) 0.4 L/m2.h.bar 
Salt permeability coefficient (B) 0.3 L/m2.h 
Structural parameter (S) 7.02x10-4 m 
Mass transfer coefficient  (k) 138.6 L/m2.h 
 
Figure 14 shows the deviation of the net energy output with respect to the discrete 
elements of the membrane. Dividing the membrane into 3 elements, the error is 0.121% which is 
slightly above the criterion set earlier. But with additions of elements 4 and 5 the error is 
0.0478% and 0.028%, respectively. This shows that either 4 or 5 elements can be chosen to 
represent a full scale membrane for the given example. Another key factor that went into 
deciding the number of discrete elements was the time taken for each simulation to converge. 
Due to highly iterative nature of the membrane module, every addition of an element increased 
the convergence time significantly. Hence, it was decided to use 4 discrete elements to represent 
this particular membrane since the error is lower than the criterion and the convergence time is 






Figure 14: Net energy deviation vs number of elements. 
 
3.2.2. Pump module 
To model a pump, it is initially assumed that the pump operates adiabatically and 
reversibly at steady state condition with no changes in potential and kinetic energy. The 
modeling is based on the first law of thermodynamics for open systems, given by equation (23), 
where h , ke , pe  are the molar enthalpy, kinetic energy and potential energy of the system, 





  is the change in volume of the system with time. Based on the 
assumptions mentioned, Equation (23) simplifies to Equation (24). 
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Carrying out an entropy balance on the pump results in Equation (25), where the term 
 systemd ns
dt
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 in outns ns   (26) 
It can be deduced from Equation (26) that an adiabatic and reversible pump operates 
isentropically. Hence, to satisfy the adiabatic and reversible assumption, Equation (27), where 
outs  represents the reversible molar entropy out, is solved by specifying the outlet pressure of the 
pump and iterating on the outlet temperature of the pump. 
    Δs 0 , ,out out out in in ins T P s T P      (27) 
This results in change in enthalpy (work input), based on the adiabatic and reversible 
assumption and is calculated using Equation (28), where shaftW   represents the adiabatic and 
reversible power required and outh  represents the adiabatic and reversible molar enthalpy out. 
    ' ' , ,shaft out out out in in inW hn T P h T P      (28) 
Once the outlet temperature based on adiabatic and reversible assumption is found, it is 
necessary to relax the assumption of reversible process since no process is truly reversible in 
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 Once the real power is calculated, knowing the pump efficiency, Equation (28) is re-
written as Equation (30), which is then used to find the temperature of the outlet stream that 
satisfies the energy balance at the specified pressure. 
    , ,shaft out out out in in inW n h T P h T P      (30) 
3.2.3.  Turbine module 
The calculation procedure for a turbine follows same path as the one for pump, the only 
difference being that instead of work input into the system, work is output from an adiabatic and 
reversible turbine. The efficiency of a turbine is defined by Equation (31) where, shaftW   is the 
reversible adiabatic power output, which is calculated using Equation (27), and shaftW  is the real 
power output by the process determined from Equation (31). The real temperature of the outlet 










  (31) 
3.2.4. Pressure exchanger 
Modeling a pressure exchanger (PX) is similar to modeling a turbine and a pump because 
fluid depressurization and pressurization occur in different sections of the same unit. The device 
operates purely on mechanical energy, which is supplied by the high pressure flow and 
transferred to the low pressure flow. The mechanism of energy transfer is analogous to that of a 




discharged at high pressure by the force of a high pressure piston. In the case of the pressure 
exchanger, however, it is the high pressure flow which effectively acts as the piston. This results 
in brief contact between the high pressure and low pressure flows. Ensuring equal volumetric 
flowrates of both flows minimizes mixing which arises from this brief contact [66]. The 
depressurization section is modeled in a similar manner to a turbine, where the outlet pressure of 
the section is specified and temperature is calculated based on the entropy and energy balances, 
as mentioned in the previous section. The mechanical power output from the depressurization 
side is transferred to the pressurization side. Hence, the specification on the pressurization side is 
similar to that of a pump. The single major difference is that the output pressure is unknown, 
rather the total work is known based on energy balance. 
Implementation of efficiency for the PX is done in a way such that efficiency of each 
section of the pressure exchanger is considered separately. In the depressurization section, the 
efficiency is applied in a similar manner to that of a turbine and the real work is calculated. To 
apply the efficiency to the pressurization section, an entropy balance is carried out and is given 
by Equation (32). 
 0in out genS S S     (32) 
where ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 is the entropy generation rate. It is assumed that a fraction 𝜂 of the 
mechanical power |?̇?𝑑𝑒𝑝| is transferred from the depressurization side accounts for the 
mechanical power required for pumping, while a fraction (1 − 𝜂) is dissipated as heat that is 










  1 depQ W     (34) 
and T is assumed to be the average temperature between the inlet and outlet streams in the 
pumping side of PX. 
In summary, referring to the stream numbers of Figure 15, the energy and entropy 
balances applicable to the pumping side of the PX are: 
 4 3 depH H W    (35) 
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This results in a set of two Equations ,(35) and (36), which consider efficiency of the 
pressurization side. These equations allow the calculation of the real properties and conditions of 
the exiting stream from the pressurization section by iterating on the temperature and pressure of 
the exit stream simultaneously. 
 
 




3.3. Thermodynamic modeling 
The Q-electrolattice EoS that was used in the development of the process simulator 
calculates the residual Helmholtz energy function based on the temperature, volume and amounts 
of water and ions in the solution. Once the Helmholtz energy function is generated, various 
derivatives are used to calculate the chemical potentials and residual properties such as reduced 
enthalpy and entropy. From the chemical potentials, it is possible to evaluate the component 
fugacities and fugacity coefficients. 
To calculate the real enthalpies and entropies of the solution, ideal gas properties of the 
solution are calculated in an external routine and then added to the residual properties as shown 
by equation (37) and (38). 
 ig Rh h h    (37) 
 ig Rs s s    (38) 
where igh  and igs are the ideal gas enthalpy and entropy whereas Rh  and Rs  are the residual 
enthalpy and entropy of the solution mixture generated by the EoS, at the same temperature and 
pressure. To calculate the ideal gas enthalpies and entropies, equations (39) and (40) are utilized.  
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where, ,
ig
P iC  is the molar heat capacity of component ‘i’ at constant pressure. Subscript ‘ref’ 
refers to the reference state of the system which for the purpose of our calculation is chosen to be 




capacity term on temperature, Equation (41) is used to determine the ideal gas heat capacity at 
the given temperature, where a, b, c, d, e, are molar heat capacity constants taken from the 
literature [67].  
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Once the ideal gas properties of the components are calculated, a weighted average formula is 
used to calculate the ideal gas properties of the mixture, as given by equation (42) and (43), 
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3.3.1. Osmotic pressure calculation 
Based on the discussion provided in the earlier chapters, it can be seen that osmotic 
pressure calculation is a thermodynamic equilibrium calculation. An electrolyte solution 
separated by a semi-permeable membrane from a pure solvent, maintained at the same 
temperature will reach equilibrium when the pressure difference is such that there is no flow of 
solvent from pure solvent side to the solution side. Hence based on this definition, the fugacity of 
the solvent in the solution and the pure solvent at the equilibrium is given by: 
 I II
s sf f   (44) 
where I
sf  and 
II
sf  are the fugacity of the solvent in the solution and pure solvent at the same 
temperature, respectively. Equation (44), when written in terms of its variables, results in: 
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sx  are the mole fraction of the solvent in the solution and in the pure solvent. 
For the purpose of our calculation the pressure of pure solvent is chosen to be 1atm and equation 
(45) is then solved for I
sP  such that the equilibrium condition is satisfied. Hence, the osmotic 
pressure of the solution, , in reference to the pure solvent conditions, after the equilibrium 
condition is satisfied, is given by: 
 I II
s sP P     (46) 
Due to iterative nature of the solution to Equation(45), a numerical technique is employed in the 
program for faster convergence of the osmotic pressure. To initiate the calculation, van’t Hoff 
equation given by Equation (47), where ( , , )s refT P x  is the fugacity coefficient of the solvent at 
the given reference pressure of 1 atm, ( , )s refT P is the fugacity coefficient of the pure solvent at 
reference pressure of 1 atm , is used to generate initial guess for I
sP . Then a numerical derivative 
of the fugacity coefficient, I
s , is taken with respect to 
I
sP and equation of a straight line is 
determined. This is done based on the assumption that the fugacity coefficient behaves linearly at 
small intervals of pressure. Using the formula derived in the appendix A and presented here, new 
guesses for the pressures, I
sP , are generated using Equation (48) until the equilibrium condition is 
satisfied. 
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3.3.2. Environment stream property calculation 
To fully define a stream in the simulator, properties stated in Table 6 are specified in the 
input file of the simulator. Once these conditions are specified, the simulator determines the 
concentration of water molecules that would be needed to make up one liter of solution based on 
the specified conditions. This is done by guessing the amount of water that would make up a liter 
of solution, evaluating the compositions of the components ensuring electroneutrality is 
maintained in the solution, calling the EoS to determine the molar volume of the solution and 
comparing the calculated volume with the target volume. A flowchart of the outlined procedure 
is presented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Procedure for inlet stream specification. 
 
To enable fast iterations for calculating the concentration of water in the solution, a 
Newton-Raphson numerical technique is utilized, where the independent variables is the volume 
of the solution,V , and the dependent variable is the amount of water in the solution, wn  . The 
new guesses to solve for the concentration of water is generated by: 
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where, subscript k  is the iteration number and w
dn
dV
 is the numerical derivative taken to provide 
the next guess to solve for the amount of water. Once the amount of water is obtained, the EoS is 
finally used to calculate the properties of the stream based on temperature, pressure and 
composition. 
3.4. N-stage implementation 
Since one of the goals of this work is to model multi-stage membrane systems, the 
program is set up such that it can handle such cases. A multi-stage PRO process occurs when 
there is a change in operating conditions from one membrane to another. This could be either 
change in operating pressure, change in flow rate of the draw or the feed stream by extracting 
part of the stream and sending it through a turbine or pressure exchanger or introduction of fresh 
feed at certain stages. Figure 17 demonstrates an example where the inter-stage operating 
pressures are manipulated. Such changes in operating conditions introduce a flow-sheet level 
iteration, adding another layer of iterative calculations that must be satisfied. 
 
 
Figure 17: Multi-stage example with variable inter-stage operating pressures 
 
The solving algorithm follows the same steps and numerical methods as mentioned in Figure 13 




sheet level iterations is similar to that of a full scale membrane convergence criterion as given by 
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3.5. Optimizer implementation 
Several parameters affect the performance of a PRO process, such as the applied 
hydraulic pressure difference ( P ), area of membrane, flowrate of the draw and feed streams and 
salinities of the draw and feed streams. Thus, it is convenient to implement an optimizer to find 
the optimum operating conditions. For the initial step of interfacing the optimizer to the 
simulator, it is decided to program the optimizer such that it manipulates the area and/or the 
operating pressures to find the optimum condition. Different criteria are possible, such as 
achieving maximum power density or the highest net energy recovery. 
A simplex method, developed by Nelder and Mead [68] is used for optimizing the 
parameters. The developed simulator is called as a separate process from within the optimizer. 
The user loads the PRO process conditions and membrane properties into an input file, the 
optimizer is run and using the input file from the user, generates the vertices of the simplex and 
prepares new input files for the simulator. The output from the simulator is stored in a file that 
has all the stream data including the energy consumed and produced by the process. The 
optimizer uses the output from the simulator and calculates the net energy output which is the 
objective function (OF) in this case (given by Equation (50)). The simplex method provides new 
parameter estimates (operating pressure and/or membrane area depending on the problem 
specifications) and the iterations continue until convergence is achieved. The methodology is 
presented in Figure 19. 
 






Figure 19: Optimizer methodology. Adapted from [69] 
 
For a single stage PRO process, the operating pressure of the draw stream is manipulated 
by the optimizer to find the optimum pressure at which the highest net energy is recovered. For a 
two stage PRO process, the operating pressure of the first stage and second stage are manipulated 
by the optimizer to find the optimum. And for added complexity, the fractional area split 
between the 2 membranes is also manipulated such that the total area used for the two stage 
process remains constant and is the same as the one supplied by the user at the beginning of the 
optimization. Effectively making the area split fraction between the two membranes as the 
parameter to optimize. To impose the condition of constant overall area as provided by the user, 
the optimizer program is modified such that if the area split fraction is greater than 1 or less than 
0, the optimizer imposes a very large objective function. Hence ensuring that the split fraction 







3.6. Inputs and outputs of the simulator 
Simulation of a PRO process requires numerous user-specified parameters, which are 
divided into two categories: stream specific parameters and equipment specific parameters. 
These parameters are consistent with a so-called simulation style problem, where the design 
specifications of the process input streams and equipment are known and the performance of the 






Table 7: Inputs of the simulator 
Inputs Units 
Draw solution salinity  g/L 
Draw solution pressure Pa 
Draw solution flow m3/s 
Feed solution salinity  g/L 
Feed solution pressure Pa 
Feed solution flow m3/s 
Membrane water permeability (A) L/m2.h.bar 
Membrane Salt permeability (B) L/m2.h 
Membrane mass transfer coefficient (k) L/m2.h 
Membrane structural parameter m 
Membrane area m2 
Draw solution membrane pressure loss  Pa 
Feed solution membrane pressure loss  Pa 
Temperature K 
Total pump efficiency % 
Total turbine efficiency  % 
Pressure exchanger, depressurization 
efficiency 
% 





Table 8: Outputs of the simulator 
Outputs Units 
Water flux L/m2.h 
Reverse salt flux mol/m2.h 
Net Power J/s 
 
3.7. Data structure 
In any simulator it is necessary to have a data structure that is uniform throughout the 
entire simulator and is consistent with the inputs and outputs of the equipment. Hence, a master 
matrix is created that stores all the necessary properties of the streams after the simulation of a 
given process design is carried out. Table 9 presents the order of the properties that are stored in 
the master matrix called the PROP matrix. The column in the PROP matrix represents the stream 






Table 9: Order of properties in the PROP matrix 
Properties of a given stream Units 
Temperature K 
Pressure Pa 
Flowrate of H2O mol/s 
Flowrate of Na+ mol/s 
Flowrate of Mg2+ mol/s 
Flowrate of Ca2+ mol/s 
Flowrate of K+ mol/s 
Flowrate of Cl- mol/s 
Flowrate of SO42- mol/s 
Mole fraction of H2O - 
Mole fraction of Na+ - 
Mole fraction of Mg2+ - 
Mole fraction of Ca2+ - 
Mole fraction of K+ - 
Mole fraction of Cl- - 
Mole fraction of SO42- - 
Molar volume of solution m3/mol 
Molar enthalpy of solution J/mol 
Molar entropy of solution J/mol.K 
Osmotic pressure of solution bar 
Volumetric flowrate m3/s 
Power J/s 





4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1.  Equation of state selection 
The chosen EoS (Q-electrolattice and eSAFT-VR-Mie) are compared by re-optimizing 
the parameters based on the same experimental data set for osmotic coefficients and liquid 
solution densities. The percent absolute average relative deviation (AARD) between the 
experimental data and model calculations for liquid densities and osmotic coefficients are 
calculated and presented in Table 10 and 11. 
 
Table 10: Absolute average relative deviation between experimental data and model 








T (K) Ref 
AARD (%) 
Q-electrolattice eSAFT-VR-Mie 
NaCl 140 6.01 273.15-373.15 [70] 0.18 0.53 
KCl 120 3.78 273.15-373.15 [70] 0.09 0.69 
MgCl2 56 5.00 288.15-328.15 [71] 0.53 0.38 
CaCl2 56 6.00 288.15-328.15 [71] 0.44 0.64 
Na2SO4 120 2.22 273.15-373.15 [70] 0.77 0.68 
K2SO4 57 0.64 273.15-373.15 [70] 0.17 0.59 
MgSO4 106 2.92 273.15-353.15 [70] 1.26 0.46 





Table 11: Absolute average relative deviation between experimental data and model 
calculations for osmotic coefficient at 298.15 K 
Osmotic coefficient 
System  







NaCl 35 6.00 [71] 1.49 1.12 
KCl 20 4.50 [71] 0.62 0.84 
MgCl2 17 3.00 [71] 4.38 4.06 
CaCl2 16 2.50 [71] 2.95 2.88 
Na2SO4 19 4.0 [72] 8.59 4.34 
K2SO4 7 0.7 [72] 5.20 10.53 
MgSO4 17 3.0 [73] 21.20 14.27 
*Np is the number or experimental data points. †Mmax is the maximum molality examined 
 
Based on the results displayed in Table 10 and 11, there is no overwhelming superiority 
of an EoS over the other. Given that Rahman [67] has already used the Q-electrolattice EoS and 
the mass transfer model in his Excel-based simulator, which was validated against literature data, 
the same modeling options were retained in this work. Nonetheless, the simulator that was 








4.2. Comparison of simulator results with Excel implementation 
After implementing all the modules in the FORTRAN simulator successfully, the results 
of the simulator were compared with an Excel implementation that utilized the same mass 
transfer, EoS, pump and turbine models. These Excel results had already been verified against 
literature data and can be found in [67]. Figure 20 shows the schematic diagram of the simulation 
conducted on FORTRAN simulator. Table 12 and 13 shows the operating conditions and 
membrane properties used in the simulation. 
Table 14 presents the results of the simulation. The results from the FORTRAN 
simulator, when compared to the Excel implementation, have deviations that are less than 
0.012% for all properties. 
 
 





Table 12: Operating conditions 
Property Draw Feed 
Flowrate (m3/s) 0.005 0.005 
Inlet temperature (K) 298.15 298.15 
Inlet Pressure (bar) 70.0 1.01 
Na+ concentration (g/L) 40.15 10.8 
Mg2+ concentration (g/L) 2.42 1.29 
Ca2+ concentration (g/L) 14.07 0.416 
K+ concentration (g/L) 1.62 0.387 
CL- concentration (g/L) 90.22 19.50 
SO4
2- concentration (g/L) 6.90 2.71 
 
Table 13: Membrane properties 
Area (m2) 1.00 
Water permeability (L/m2.h.bar) 1.77 
Salt permeability coefficient (L/m2.h) 0.3 
Structural parameter (m) 7.02x10-4 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 1.48x10-9 





Table 14: FORTRAN simulator results 
Property FORTRAN simulator Excel Implementation 
Outlet pump temperature (K) 298.30 298.30 
Inlet molar volume (m3/mol) 1.75x10-5 1.75x10-5 
Osmotic pressure (atm) 143.71 143.68 
Water flux, Jw (L/m
2.h) 6.41 6.41 
Sale flux, Js (mol/m
2.h) 0.17 0.17 








4.3. Comparison of bench scale PRO results with experimental data 
To further validate the results generated by the simulator for the bench scale PRO, 
various experimental results are compared against the model predictions using membranes of 
different properties and streams at different temperatures. Table 15 and 16 present the operating 
conditions and membrane properties that were obtained from previous experimental work 
conducted by Kim and Elimelech [28] which were conducted at input streams temperature of 
20°C. The concentration of draw solution for experiment 1 was 0.5 M NaCl and the feed solution 
was deionized water (DI) while the draw solution concentration for experiment 2 was 1.0 M 
NaCl and the feed solution was deionized water. In the simulator the concentration of other ions 
are set to 1x10-20 g/L when simulating for NaCl solution, and concentration of all ions are set to 
1x10-20 g/L for simulation of DI water. This is done because the inputs to the simulator are 
concentration of all ions shown in Table 2 and setting them to a very low number when these 
ions are not present in the solution effectively renders their effect negligible on the solution 
properties.  
 
Table 15: Operating conditions of experiments conducted by Kim and Elimelech [28]. 
Adapted from [28] 
Property 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 
Draw Feed Draw Feed 
Flowrate (m3/s) 8.33x10-6 8.33x10-6 8.33x10-6 8.33x10-6 
Inlet temperature (K) 293.15 293.15 293.15 293.15 
Na+ concentration (g/L) 11.49 ~0.0 22.99 ~0.0 





Table 16: Membrane properties of experiments conducted from Kim and Elimelech [28]. 
Adapted from [28] 
 Experiment 1 Experiment 2 
Area (m2) 2.002x10-3 2.002x10-3 
Water permeability (L/m2.h.bar) 1.23 1.23 
Salt permeability coefficient (L/m2.h) 2.62 2.62 
Structural parameter (m) 6.89x10-4 7.3x10-4 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 1.47x10-9 1.48x10-9 
Mass transfer coefficient (L/m2.h) 310.32 310.32 
 
Figure 21 and 22 show both the experimental data and model predictions for water flux 
(Jw) and power density (W/m
2) for conditions used in experiments 1 and 2 with respect to 
hydraulic pressure difference. In addition to the predictions of the model developed in this work, 
Figure 21 and 22 includes the results of the simulation carried out by Kim and Elimelech [28], 
who used OLI Systems, Inc. (Morris Plains, NJ), for osmotic pressure calculation and the mass 
transfer model developed by Yip et al. [35] for water flux and power density calculations. It can 
be seen that the results of our simulator are in very good agreement with the experimental data 
for both water flux and power density. The deviations seen at hydraulic pressure of 12.5 bar for 
experiment 1 and 12.6 bar for experiment 2 are because of damage to the membrane when 
operated at high hydraulic pressure difference. The consequence of this damage is that it 





Validation of the optimizer predictions is carried out for the conditions of experiment 1 
using the simulator. This validation ensures that the optimizer program has been successfully 
interfaced with simulator to carry out optimization routines. The result from Figure 21 shows 
that the optimizer program determined the correct hydraulic pressure at which the optimum 
power density is achieved for the given process conditions and membrane properties. This 
successful implementation enables us to carry out optimization in an automated fashion in which 
the optimum, based on the power density curve is calculated by the optimizer, instead of running 
the simulator manually at different operating pressures and generating power density curves. 
 
 
Figure 21: Water flux (Jw) and power density (W/m2) predictions using the simulator 
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Figure 22: Water flux (Jw) and power density (W/m2) predictions using the simulator 
against results reported in the literature by [28] for conditions of experiment 2. Adapted 
from [28] 
 
To test the reliability of the simulator for predicting water flux and power density at 
different temperatures, higher concentrations and higher hydraulic pressures, the simulation was 
run for experimental data reported by Straub et al. [74] for 1 M NaCl, 2 M NaCl and 3 M NaCl 
draw solutions with deionized water as feed solution at 25°C. Table 17 and 18 shows the 
operating conditions and membrane properties reported by Straub et al. [74]. Similar to the 
previous set of simulation runs, the concentration of other salts not present in the solution are set 
to 1x10-20 g/L when simulating NaCl draw solution and all salts including NaCl are set to 1x10-20 
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Table 17: Operating conditions of experiments conducted by Straub et al. [74]. Adapted 
from [74] 
Property 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 
Draw Feed Draw Feed Draw Feed 
Flowrate (m3/s) 1.33x10-5 2.0x10-7 1.33x10-5 2.0x10-7 1.33x10-5 2.0x10-7 
Inlet temperature (K) 298.15 298.15 298.15 298.15 298.15 298.15 
Na+ (g/L) 22.99 ~0.0 44.99 ~0.0 68.97 ~0.0 
Cl- (g/L) 35.45 ~0.0 70.91 ~0.0 106.36 ~0.0 
 
Table 18: Membrane properties for experiments conducted by Straub et al. [74]. Adapted 
from [74] 
Area (m2) 2.002x10-3 
Water permeability (L/m2.h.bar) 2.49 
Salt permeability coefficient (L/m2.h) 0.39 
Structural parameter (m) 5.64x10-4 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 1.48x10-9 
Mass transfer coefficient (L/m2.h) 99.0 
 
Figure 23, 24 and 25 show the water flux and power density of the three experimental 
runs with respect to hydraulic pressure. These figures also include the simulation results of 
Straub et al. [74] who used OLI systems, Inc. (Morris Plains,NJ) for osmotic pressure calculation 
and mass transfer model developed by Yip et al. [35] for water flux and power density 
calculations. It is worth noting that our simulator uses the Q-electrolattice EoS to predict 




predicted results that are in very good agreement with the experimental data. Similar to previous 
example, the optimizer was run for experiments 1 and 3 conditions, listed in Table 17. From 
Figure 23 and 25, it can be seen that the optimizer predicted the exact hydraulic pressures at 
which the optimum power density is achieved. 
 
 
Figure 23: Water flux (Jw) and power density (W/m2) predictions using the simulator 
against results reported in the literature by [74], using experiment 1 conditions listed in 
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Figure 24: Water flux (Jw) and power density (W/m2) predictions using the simulator 
against results reported in the literature by [74], using experiment 2 conditions listed in 
Table 17. Adapted from [74] 
 
 
Figure 25: Water flux (Jw) and power density (W/m2) predictions using the simulator 
against results reported in the literature by [74], using experiment 3 conditions listed in 
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From the results presented in Figure 21 - 25, it can be observed that the simulator 
developed herein can predict water flux and power density very accurately when compared to the 
experimental data at bench scale. Also, the results of our simulator agreed very well with results 
that were reported by Straub et al. The key difference arises when the bench scale model is 
extended to full-scale simulation, where existing models use a simplified van’t Hoff equation for 
the prediction of osmotic pressure, which is a key driving force in the PRO process. 
4.4. Full-scale simulation results 
After validating the results of the bench scale simulator with the published experimental 
data, we extended the capability of the developed mathematical model in order for it to be able to 
simulate a full-scale PRO process. One key feature that differentiates our approach from the 
approach other authors have taken to model full-scale membrane units [36-39, 75] is that, in our 
full-scale implementation, we utilize an EoS for predictions of osmotic pressures rather than 
using a simplified van’t Hoff equation. The implementation of van’t Hoff equation that previous 
researchers have employed is primarily due to its simplicity and makes it easy to be integrated 
with the finite differences approach that is used for simulating full-scale membrane units.  
Moreover, the assumption that at low salinities  an ‘t Hoff equation can predict osmotic 
pressures with reasonable accuracy is also made by previous researchers [36, 37, 39]. Use of an 
EoS will provide accurate stream data that otherwise would not be accessible when using van’t 
Hoff equation. 
To demonstrate the difference in the predicted specific energy from a full –scale PRO 
using a simplified van’t Hoff equation, when compared to using an EoS, the specific energy 
(extractable energy) of the membrane was calculated by equation (51) using van’t Hoff equation 




The effect of increasing areas while keeping the feed and draw flowrate constant on the 











  (51) 
Figure 26 and 27 present the simulation carried out for a 0.6M NaCl draw solution paired 
with 0.015M NaCl feed solution and 2.74M NaCl draw solution paired with 0.6M NaCl feed 
solution. The hydraulic pressure difference used in the simulations presented in Figure 26 and 
Figure 27 are 14.5 bar and 56.9 bar, respectively. 
The deviations in specific energy extracted can be explained by referring to Figure 28. 
This figure displays the effect of salt molality on the osmotic coefficients of NaCl solutions at 
298.15K along with values calculated using the ideal solution model, van’t Hoff equation and the 
Q-electrolattice EoS. At low molarities, van’t Hoff equation tends to over predict the osmotic 
coefficients when compared to experimental data. On the other hand at high molarities, the van’t 
Hoff equation tends to under predict the osmotic coefficients when compared to experimental 
data. 
These trends are reflected in the simulation of the full-scale membrane units given by 
Figure 26 (low molarity) and 27 (high molarity). Moreover, as the membrane area per feed flow 
rate is increased (i.e., increase in membrane area), the deviations become substantial. These 
deviations are essentially due to the dilution effect in a full-scale membrane, which causes the 
osmotic pressure difference to vary along the membrane and, due to unreliable predictions by 
van’t Hoff equation, the osmotic pressure difference is not accurately captured. 
Hence, the predictions of osmotic coefficients made by the EoS are more accurate at a 




the simulator are more reliable. Full-scale simulations like these are generally used to evaluate 
the potential of a process design, and if the underlying models are able to give accurate 
predictions of the variation of driving force along the membrane over a wide range of molalities, 
then these simulation tend to be more trustworthy. 
 
 
Figure 26: Specific energy vs membrane area/feed flowrate for Seawater (0.6M NaCl) draw 
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Figure 27: Specific energy vs membrane area/ feed flowrate for high salinity water (2.74M 
NaCl) as draw solution and seawater (0.6M NaCl) as feed solution. 
 
 
Figure 28: Osmotic coefficients Van 't Hoff, Q-electrolattice and Ideal solution models 
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These observations further justify the use of an EoS suitable for electrolytes for full scale 
PRO simulations. Next, analyses were carried out on possible flow configurations that could be 
used in the PRO processes. The co-current and counter current flow configurations were 
compared to analyze which of the two will result in a higher net energy recovery. The membrane 
parameters and the process conditions used to simulate the flow configurations are given by the 
single stage entries presented in Table 19 and 20. 
Figure 29 and 30 show the osmotic pressure profiles for draw and feed solutions along 
the membrane for counter current and co-current flow, respectively. It can be seen from the 
figures that for a counter current flow configuration, the osmotic pressure difference between the 
draw and feed streams seems to decrease at a smaller rate compared to the co-current flow 
configuration, where the osmotic pressure difference is highest at the beginning and then it 
rapidly decreases along the membrane. To quantify this more rigorously, we define the driving 
force (DF) in the membrane as follows: 
 DF P     (52) 
where,   is the osmotic pressure difference and P  is the hydraulic pressure difference 
across the membrane. Since the membrane module is assumed to be a constant pressure module, 
the effect of variation of osmotic pressure difference along the membrane on the driving force 
can be observed using this approach. Figure 31 shows the plot of counter-current and co-current 
driving force profiles along the membrane area. It can be seen that for a co-current flow, the 
driving force is highest at the start (from the draw side, referring to Figure 10) of the membrane 
but as the flow progresses, the driving force rapidly diminishes whereas for a counter-current 
flow the driving force is still obtainable until the end of the membrane. This availability of 




process. For the given simulation, the power density achieved for co-current flow configuration 
was 12.02 W/m2 whereas for a counter-current flow configuration the power density attained was 
16.26 W/m2, with a 35 % increase above the co-current configuration. While this numerical 
result is for the specific case, the observation about the distribution of the driving force is general 
and indicates that operating a PRO process in counter-current flow configuration results in 
higher efficiency of the process. 
 
 










































Figure 31: Driving force profile (Δπ -ΔP) along the membrane for a counter-current and 


























































The next step is to extend the analysis to a multistage setup in order to investigate if the 
use of a staged membrane can further increase the efficiency of the process. For a multi-stage 
analyses, it is hypothesized that each membrane would have different optimum operating 
pressure that would result in a higher overall energy recovery for a given draw solution flowrate. 
For these analyses, the optimizer tool interfaced with the developed simulator is used to 
find the optimum for draw pump and inter-stage turbine, as shown in Figure 32 (Scenario 1). For 
this example, it is assumed that the pumps and turbines operate at 100% efficiency. The initial 
feed flow rate fraction is manipulated for each optimization run to analyze at which fraction the 
largest gain in energy recovery can be obtained. For comparison, the optimizer is also run for a 
single membrane stage PRO process, as shown in Figure 20, utilizing the same process 
conditions as for the two-stage process. Membrane properties used in the optimization are given 
in Table 19. The initial draw solution flowrate for all the runs is set at 8.33x10-5 m3/s. Table 20 
presents the process conditions for which the initial feed flow rate fraction     is set at 0.5, 









Stage 1 Stage 2 
Area (m2) 15 7.5 7.5 
Water permeability (L/m2.h.bar) 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Salt permeability coefficient (L/m2.h) 0.36 0.36 0.36 
Structural parameter (m) 1x10-4 1x10-4 1x10-4 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 1.61x10-9 1.61x10-9 1.61x10-9 
Mass transfer coefficient (L/m2.h) 138.6 138.6 138.6 
 
Table 20: Process conditions for φ = 0.5 for a single stage and two-stage PRO process. 
 Single stage Two stage 
Property Draw Feed Draw Feed 
Flowrate (m3/s) 8.33x10-5 8.33x10-5 8.33x10-5 8.33x10-5 
Inlet temperature (K) 298.15 298.15 298.15 298.15 
Na+ concentration (g/l) 62.94 13.79 62.94 13.79 






Figure 32: Two-stage membrane PRO process with inter-stage turbine (Scenario 1). 
 
Table 21 shows the results of simulation at different values of Φ. The initial feed flowrate 
fraction is manipulated and the optimizer is run to find the optimum pressure of the draw pump 
and inter-stage turbine for two stage membrane PRO process and the optimum pressure of the 
draw pump for single stage PRO process. The net energy gain is given by: 
 1 , ,stage shaft pump shaft turbineE W W    (53) 
where ,shaft pumpW  is the energy input to the process by the pump and ,shaft turbineW  is the energy 
output from the process by the turbine. 
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Stage 1 Stage 2 
0.4 15 1.0 0.5 68.4 71.3 68.0 216.17 104.55 115.26 0.3% 
0.5 15 1.0 0.5 59.4 69.9 56.6 247.05 134.85 124.13 3.56% 
0.75 15 1.0 0.5 51.7 70.8 42.5 276.13 186.95 127.59 12.7% 




It can be seen from Table 21 that the optimum pressure for two stage PRO process is 
different for each stage. In particular, it can be seen that the optimum pressure for the second 
stage is significantly lower than the optimum pressure of the first stage. This can be explained by 
the effect of the driving force defined by equation (52). Figure 33, 34 and 35 show the driving 
force plotted against membrane area for a single-stage membrane and two-stage membrane 
process for φ = 0.5, 0.75 and 0.85. It can be seen from the figures that for a single stage 
membrane, the driving force keeps decreasing non-linearly along the membrane for a constant 
pressure operation. But for a two stage process the driving force is rejuvenated for the second 
stage by the introduction of an inter-stage turbine, and this increase in driving force resulted in 
higher efficiency of the two-stage membrane process than the single-stage one. This shows that 
if process conditions for the second stage membrane are manipulated, or more specifically if a 
change in process conditions is introduced in the second stage such that the process conditions of 
the first stage are adjusted as well, then the energy extracted from PRO for a given draw solution 






Figure 33: Driving force vs membrane area for   = 0.5 
 
 






















































Figure 35: Driving force vs membrane area for   = 0.85 
 
The Process configuration in Figure 36 (Scenario 2) is proposed to extract energy from 
high salinity gradient. The idea behind the proposed configuration is that, split fraction equal to 
the volumetric flowrate of permeated water would be removed through a side stream and pass 
through the turbine and the rest of the flow would pass through another turbine to adjust the 
optimum operating pressure of the second stage. The hypothesis is that the operating pressure of 
the second stage would be lower than the operating pressure of the process design given in 
scenario 1 but still be able to recover the same amount of energy or more compared to the initial 
two-stage design. The membrane properties and process conditions given in Table 19 and 20, 
respectively, are used in the simulation of both the scenarios. In addition, all the assumptions 






























Figure 36: Two-stage PRO process with 2 inter-stage turbine (Scenario 2) 
 
Table 22 shows the results for scenarios 1 and 2 for φ=0.5. It can be seen that the 
optimum operating pressure for the second stage is lower for scenario 2 than for scenario 1 but 
the gain in energy recovery when compared to single stage for scenario 2 is lower when 
compared to scenario 1. This can be explained by the fact that, when part of the flow is taken as a 
side stream and the rest of the flow is send to the turbine for the second stage, the effect of 
dilution on this flow is higher compared to when the entire flow from the first membrane is fed 
to the second membrane. Hence, this effect causes rapid decrease in the driving force in the 
second stage of scenario 2 compared to scenario 1, therefore leading to a lower recovery of 
saline energy compared to scenario 1. The effect described can be clearly seen in Figure 37, 
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1 0.5 15 1.0 0.5 59.4 69.9 56.6 3.56% 
2 0.5 15 1.0 0.5 59.4 71.0 55.4 1.40% 
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4.5.  Pressure exchanger implementation  
The net energy recovered in PRO processes is very sensitive to the efficiency of the 
pumps and turbines used. The use of pressure exchangers is highly attractive for PRO because of 
their large efficiencies, compared to pumps and turbines. 
Table 23 presents the simulated results for a full-scale PRO process using the process 
design presented in Figure 20 and 3, respectively. The efficiency of the pumps and turbines were 
fixed at 74% and 75%, respectively. Efficiency of the pressure exchanger reported in the 
literature was found to be between 95%-98% [76] and the implementation of efficiency in the 
developed simulator requires the efficiency specification of the depressurization side and 
pressurization side, which results in the efficiency based on published data. It can be seen that 
the implementation of pressure exchanger plays an important role in the amount of energy 
recovery from PRO as introduction of pump and turbine efficiency resulted in a net power input 
into the process for a given membrane for the second run. However, as soon as a pressure 
exchanger is introduced into the process design, for a given membrane, a net power density is 
recovered from the process. This is attributed to the high efficiency of the pressure exchanger 





Table 23: Simulation results taking into account efficiencies of the equipment 
Process 
design 
PX η  















Figure 20 - 100 100 58.9 15 0.5 16.47 
Figure 20 - 74 75 58.9 15 0.5 -7.08 





5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
A Pressure Retarded Osmosis (PRO) process simulator incorporating internal 
concentration polarization (ICP), external concentration polarization (ECP) and reverse solute 
flux (RSF) for bench scale membranes has been developed and validated with experimental 
results for 0.6M, 1.0M, 2.0M and 3.0M NaCl draw solutions with deionized water at 
temperatures of 20°C and 25°C using the Q-electrolattice EoS. The developed mathematical 
model is extended to plant-scale simulation by using a discretization technique for the membrane 
(finite difference model). Rigorous equipment models for pump, turbine and pressure exchanger 
were implemented using the energy and entropy balances. Nelder-Mead based optimizer is 
successfully interfaced with the simulator for optimization of operating pressures of PRO 
membranes to achieve the optimum power density for the process. 
Plant-scale simulation for high salinity draw solution (2.74M NaCl) with seawater (0.6M 
NaCl) feed solution has shown that using models available in the literature, which utilize van’t 
Hoff model for osmotic pressure determination for plant-scale simulation, tends to under predict 
the specific energy extractable between high salinity draw solution and low salinity feed solution 
pairing. On the other hand, if solution pairing for seawater and river water (0.015M NaCl), the 
models developed using the van’t Hoff equation tend to over predict the extractable energy. This 
has serious effects when evaluating a PRO process performance, since these erroneous 
predictions can lead to inaccurate predictions. 
Using the optimizer tool on a two stage membrane PRO process has shown that the 
operating optimum pressure of the second stage is significantly lower than the operating 




process is higher compared to a single stage PRO process, operated at their respective optimum 
pressures. 
An example on the importance of pressure exchanger utilization within the PRO process 
design is demonstrated by running a scenario with equipment efficiencies of pumps and turbines 
without and with a pressure exchanger implemented in the process design. It was clearly seen 
that including a pressure exchanger plays an important role in making the PRO process feasible.  
The simulator developed herein is based on a mass transfer model that is derived for a 
flat-sheet membranes. In reality, spiral wound or hollow-fiber membranes are most commonly 
used in the industry. Hence, a mass transfer model that can take into account ICP, ECP and RSF 
in the spiral wound membranes should be implemented for further accuracy.  
Another suggested future extension of this work is to implement a rigorous costing model 
that takes into account changes in process conditions, designs and flow configuration. This will 
help in further evaluating the feasibility of the process, not only in terms of energy recovered, but 
also in terms of revenue and investment needed. 
Moreover, due to mechanical limitations of PRO membranes for handling high pressures, 
it is worthwhile to explore process designs that would result in a lower operating pressure but 
still be able to extract high energy from PRO systems. The development of this highly versatile 
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Using the definition of osmotic pressure we know that at equilibrium: 
 
I II
s sf f   (A.1) 
where I
sf  and 
II
sf  are the fugacities of the solvent in the solution and of the pure solvent at the 
same temperature, respectively. Expanding equation (A.1) and writing it in terms of its variables, 
we obtain: 
 
,( , , ) ,( , , )I I II IIs s s s s s
I I I II II II
s s s ss T P x s T P x
x P x P    (A.2) 
where I
s  and 
II










sP  are the pressure of the solution and the solvent, respectively. The pressure of 
a pure solvent (
II
sP ) is chosen to be at 1 atm. 
To solve for
I
sP , initial guess is generated by: 
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  (A.3) 
where the fugacity coefficients are calculated using a reference pressure, refP  of 1 atm and the 
temperature of the solution. Now assuming 
I I
s sP  over small intervals of 
I
sP , this results in: 
 
I I
s sKP C     (A.4) 
Where K is the gradient of the straight line and C is the y-intercept based on the assumption 
made. Substituting equation (A.4) into (A.2) and simplifying the equation and using 
II
sx  is equal 





2( ) ( ) 0I I I I II IIs s s s s sx K P x C P P     (A.5) 
Equation (A.5) can be solved using the quadratic formula. Hence for every 
I
kP  iteration, kK  and 
kC  are evaluated numerically. If the error criterion given by equation (A.6) is not satisfied, then 
equation (A.7) is used to provide the next guess for 1
I
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